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a b s t r a c t

We compare how computational effects are modelled in Classical Domain Theory
and Topological Domain Theory. Both of these theories provide powerful toolkits for
denotational semantics: Classical Domain Theory having been introduced by Scott, and
well established and developed since; Topological Domain Theory being a generalization
in which topologies more general than the Scott-topology are admitted. Computational
effects can be modelled using free algebra constructions, according to Plotkin and Power,
and we show that for a wide range of computational effects, including all the classical
powerdomains, this free algebra construction coincides in Classical and Topological
Domain Theory, when restricted to countably-based continuous domains.
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1. Introduction

Classical Domain Theory provides the most popular framework for denotational semantics. Introduced by Scott [34]
in the early seventies, its idea is to interpret a datatype as a directed complete partially ordered set (dcpo), i.e. an object
of the category DCPO. Using order-theoretical and topological concepts, recursion and computability can be modelled in
suitable categories of dcpos, and many other computational features, such as computational effects and polymorphism,
have beenmodelled in Classical Domain Theory. However, to date there is no category of dcpos, which provides higher type
constructions and also supports all the features mentioned above.
In a recent research project, Simpson [35,5,22] has proposed to use topological spaces,whose specialization order induces

a dcpo structure, as a framework for denotational semantics. Due to connections with Synthetic Domain Theory, it is
known that the category QCBPredom of these qcb-predomains indeed combines all the mentioned computational features.
Moreover, it has been shown that Classical Domain Theory embeds into Topological Domain Theory, in the sense that the
category ωCONT of countably-based continuous domains is a subcategory of QCBPredom, and one can argue that ωCONT
is the largest category in Classical Domain Theory that admits a reasonable notion of computability.
In this paper, we show that this embedding of Classical into Topological Domain Theory preserves the way in which

computational effects are modelled in both frameworks. By a computational effect, we mean some kind of non-functional
behaviour, such as nondeterminism, probabilistic features in computation, input/output, or side effects. Computational
effects have first been modelled semantically by Moggi [23,24], and his approach can be summarized as follows. Suppose
we have a semantic model for a call-by-value language and want to add some effect. For each datatype X in the language,
we introduce a type TX of computations over the values of X , on which the effect is modelled. If T is the functor of a monad
on the category under consideration, then the language with the added effect can be modelled in the Kleisli-category for T .
More recently, Plotkin and Power [14,25,27] have shown that many of the interesting computational monads are

generated as free algebra functors for Lawvere theories, a categorical generalization of universal algebra. Strikingly, in this
approach, the associated algebraic operations are exactly the computational primitives for generating the considered effects.
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For instance, the monad modelling the input/output-effect, can be reconstructed as a free algebra functor for a Lawvere
theory, given by operations read and write subject to some equations. Subsequently, Plotkin and Power have reformulated
the monadic approach, taking the operations as primitive, and recovering the corresponding monad as the free algebra
functor for the Lawvere theory generated by these operations, subject to certain equations. In view of this approach, one
wants a general framework for denotational semantics to support free algebra constructions for a sufficiently large class of
equational theories.
Based on Plotkin and Power’s results, we show that computational effects can be modelled in QCBPredom via a free

algebra approach for parametrized equational theories. In Classical Domain Theory, effects have been modelled using
powerdomain constructions, which form a special case of such free algebras. Thus, we also apply the free algebra approach
for parametrized theories to Classical Domain Theory, and compare the construction of free algebras in both domain-
theoretic frameworks. In particular, we show that for countably-based continuous domains, the constructions coincide for
most of the standard examples, and thus the classical domain-theoretic powerdomains can be constructed as free algebras
in Topological Domain Theory.
A good framework for this comparison is provided by the category kTop of compactly generated spaces, as it contains

both QCBPredom and DCPO as full subcategories [9,5]. More specifically, kTop itself has a subcategory kP of domain-like
objects, and we show that the underlying constructions for modelling computational effects in dcpos and qcb-predomains
are inherited from the constructions in kP. Thus they coincide, and for a wide class of effects this result can also be obtained
for countably-based continuous domains.
This paper is structured as follows. We give some preliminaries on domain theory and universal algebra in the next

section. In Section 3, we introduce parametrized equational theories and algebras for them. The definitions are taken from
[3], but this time we only consider finitary theories, whereas in op.cit. we also allowed ω-ary ones. We prove abstractly
that free algebras for such theories exist in kTop and introduce congruences for parametrized equational theories in order
to show that the free algebra construction in kTop preserves topological quotient maps. Subsequently we present some
technical results, in how far free algebra constructions for finitary parametrized equational theories can be transferred to
(co)reflective subcategories. In Section 4, we consider parametrized equational theories and free algebra constructions for
the two flavours of domain theory, starting with a concrete analysis in the framework kTop and kP, then restricting first
to Topological and subsequently to Classical Domain Theory. After that, we show that the free algebra constructions for
countably-based continuous domains in Classical and Topological Domain Theory coincide for a wide class of algebraic
theories, including those for the classical powerdomains. However, we also give a counterexample, taken from [36], which
shows that ωCONT does not have free algebras for parametrized equational theories in general. In the final part of this
section, we show that the preservation result can be extended for a version of the probabilistic powerdomain, given in
Claire Jones’ thesis [15]. We end with conclusions in Section 5. Due to the large number of different categories involved in
the paper, we give a road map in the Appendix. We kindly ask the reader to refer to it, whenever he feels lost.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we introduce our notation and give brief backgrounds on domain theory and universal algebra. Our
notation is mostly standard. By Top we denote the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. For a topological
spacewewrite (X,O), whereO is the topology on the set X . In the later sectionswemay simplywrite X for a space.Wewrite
≤O for the specialization pre-order on (X,O), i.e. x ≤O y if each open set containing x also contains y. The specialization
pre-order becomes a partial order if (X,O) satisfies the T0-separation axiom.
A partially ordered set (or simply poset) (X,≤) is called directed complete (or dcpo), if any directed subset D ⊆ X has a

least upper bound
∨
↑D in X . If (X,≤) is a dcpo, then we write� for the way-below order on X , and furthermore

x↑x for the
set {y ∈ X | x � y}. The Scott-topology [10] on a dcpo (X,≤) has as open sets those upper sets U ⊆ X such that whenever
D ⊆ X is directed with

∨
↑D ∈ U , then D ∩ U 6= ∅.

We remark that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between order and topology here. There might be different
topologies on X giving rise to the same specialization order. This fact has turned out to be crucial for Topological Domain
Theory.

2.1. Classical Domain Theory

Classical Domain Theory is the study of the category DCPO of dcpos and Scott-continuous maps between them [10,1]. In
this paper, we look at DCPO as a full subcategory of Top. Thus, DCPO consists of those topological spaces (X,O), for which
(X,≤O) forms a dcpo, andO is the Scott-topology for≤O . Under this viewpoint, a continuous domain is a dcpo (X,O)with
Scott-topology that has a basis given by {

x↑x| x ∈ X}, where the way-below order is taken with respect to the specialization
order ≤O . If there exists a countable subset B ⊆ X such that {

x↑ x| x ∈ X} is a basis for O, then we have a countably-
based continuous domain. We write CONT and ωCONT for the categories of continuous, resp. countably-based continuous
domains.
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2.2. Topological Domain Theory

Topological Domain Theory is the study of topological spaces, whose specialization order forms a dcpo. Of particular
interest are monotone convergence spaces [10], which are those topological spaces, in which the specialization order forms
a dcpo, and every open set is Scott-open. Thus every object of DCPO is a monotone convergence space, but not vice versa.
For instance R, the real numbers with the Euclidean topology, is a monotone convergence space, but does not carry the
Scott-topology.
In an on-going research project [22,35,5,6], Simpson has studied Topological Domain Theory inside QCB, the category

of topological quotients of second countable topological spaces and continuous maps between them. We call the objects
of QCB simply qcb-spaces. QCB is a full subcategory of Top, and it has been shown to be bi-cartesian closed, and to inherit
this structure from a wide range of categories related to topological spaces [22,9]. Furthermore, QCB can be interpreted as
a category in the realizability model over Scott’s graph model P (ω) [35], and also as a category in the theory of Type-2
Effectivity [31].
We call a qcb-space that is a monotone convergence space a qcb-predomain (introduced as topological predomain in

[35]), and QCBPredom is the full subcategory of qcb-predomains and continuous maps. It turns out that QCBPredom is a
full reflective exponential ideal of QCB [5], so in particular it is cartesian closed. Furthermore, QCBPredom is equivalent to
the category of complete extensional PERs over P (ω) [19], a category that has been studied in Synthetic Domain Theory
[13,19,20,29].

QCBPredom embeds ωCONT, and it was shown in [9], that this embedding preserves finite products. It also preserves
finite coproducts, since, in both categories, they are calculated as in Top. Moreover, in [5] it was shown that the embedding
preserves function spaces, as well, when restricted to ωFS, the largest cartesian closed subcategory of ωCONT.

2.3. Compactly generated spaces

For the comparison of free algebra constructions in Classical and Topological Domain Theory, we need a setting unifying
both frameworks. A good choice for this is the common ambient category kTop, of compactly generated spaces and
continuous maps, whose definition we recall briefly.
A subset U ⊆ X of a topological space (X,O) is called k-open if for every continuous map p : K → X , whose domain is

a compact Hausdorff space, the preimage p−1(U) is open in K . The compactly generated topology k(O) of (X,O) consists of
all k-open sets. It is easily seen that O ⊆ k(O) and the space (X,O) is called compactly generated if this is an equality, i.e. if
O = k(O).
The category kTop is well known to be a cartesian closed, complete and cocomplete, full coreflective subcategory of Top

(see e.g. [9]). Furthermore, it has a full reflective exponential ideal kP, of compactly generated predomains, which includes
the categoriesQCBPredom andDCPO faithfully, as shown in [9,5]. The objects of kP are precisely those compactly generated
spaces which are monotone convergence spaces.

2.4. Universal algebra

An equational theory in the sense of universal algebra is a tuple (Σ, E), such that:

• Σ is a set of operation symbols σ , each of which has an arity |σ | ∈ N. (Sometimes the arities are generalized to be ordinal
numbers such that {|σ | |σ ∈ Σ} is bounded by some cardinal. However in this paper we are only concernedwith finitary
theories.)
• E is a set of pairs (t, t ′) (written as t = t ′) ofΣ-terms, which are defined as follows. Let X be a countable set of variables.
Then the set ofΣ-terms T is inductively defined by X ⊆ T and if t1, . . . , t|σ | ∈ T , then σ(t1, . . . , t|σ |) ∈ T .

A set-theoretic (Σ, E)-algebra is then a set A together with amap σA : A|σ | → A for each σ ∈ Σ , such that for all variable
instantiations f : X → A, and equations (t = t ′) ∈ E , one has f̂ (t) = f̂ (t ′), where f̂ : T → A is the obvious extension of
the instantiation map f .
This concept can be generalized to any category with finite products, for instance the ones introduced above.

3. Parametrized equational theories

In this sectionwe develop the categorical notion of (finitary) parametrized equational theories for a categoryCwhich has
finite products, and we define algebras for such a theory. Furthermore, we study free algebra functors in the specific setting
of compactly generated spaces, and investigate under which conditions free algebra constructions restrict to subcategories.
We start by giving some motivational examples for considering parametrized theories and for using free algebras to

model computational effects:
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1 Real topological vector spaces: A topological space A is a real topological vector space, if there exists a constant 0 ∈ A,
and continuous maps+ : A2 → A and · : R× A→ A subject to the usual 9 vector space axioms. Observe the use of R as
a parameter space for · and that we impose joint continuity on+ and ·. Similarly, one can describe topological modules
over a fixed topological ring, and structures alike.

2 Nondeterministic choice: To model nondeterminism for a datatype X , it is natural to have an operation choose :
X2 → X , where choose(x, y) denotes a nondeterministic choice between the computations x and y, subject to equations
expressing commutativity, associativity and idempotence. Notice that by successively applying choose one can model a
nondeterministic choice between any finite number of computations.

3 Probabilistic computations: Suppose we want to give denotational semantics for a language which works on a device
that makes probabilistic choices between computations. Furthermore, assume we can model the datatypes of the
language as topological spaces. Then a space X is a model for probabilistic computations if it supports a continuous
operation+ : I×X2 → X , where I denotes the unit intervalwith the Euclidean topology, and x+λy ≡ +(λ, x, y) denotes
that with probability λ we get the result x, otherwise y. Moreover, X should satisfy certain equations, like x +1 y = x,
x +λ y = y +1−λ x, etc. The idea to use such an algebraic theory for modelling probabilistic computations goes back to
Saheb-Djahromi [30] and Graham [11]. Again, observe the joint continuity of+ and the use of a parameter space.

4 Inequational theories: When one models computational effects in the order-enriched context of dcpos, one usually
considers inequational theories: If t and t ′ are terms for a signature Σ , then an inequation is written as t ≤ t ′, and an
algebra A satisfies this inequation, if for all variable substitutions (a1, . . . an ∈ A), one gets t(a1, . . . , an) ≤ t ′(a1, . . . , an)
in the order of A. The easiest example of such an inequational theory is to have a signature consisting of a constant (0-ary
operation) ⊥ ∈ A with the inequality ⊥ ≤ x. This inequational theory is used to model nontermination in semantics.
Below we describe how inequational theories can be considered as parametrized equational theories.

Examples 1, 3 and 4 suggest that equational theories in the sense of classical universal algebra are not powerful enough
to capturemany interesting algebraic properties, especially when it comes tomodelling computational effects.We suggest a
simple generalization of equational theorieswhich captures all of the above examples andmanymore. Our approach follows
the ideas of Plotkin and Power [25–27], who have used (enriched) Lawvere theories, to model effects. A similar concept has
also been studied in the Diplom-thesis of Christine Strüder [36], a student of Achim Jung.

3.1. Parametrized equational theories

Definition 3.1. Let C be a category with finite products. A signatureΣ for a (finitary) parametrized algebraic theory for C is
a countable set of operation symbols, such that:

• each symbol σ ∈ Σ , has an associated parameter object Pσ ,
• each symbol σ ∈ Σ , has an arity of |σ | ∈ N.

AΣ-algebra in C (also CΣ -algebra) is a tuple (A, {σA}σ∈Σ ) (shortly (A, {σA})) such that A is a C-object and for all σ ∈ Σ ,

σA : Pσ × A|σ | → A

is a C-morphism.
AΣ-homomorphism betweenΣ-algebras (A, {σA}) and (B, {σB}) is a C-morphism h : A→ B such that for all σ ∈ Σ , the

following diagram commutes:

Pσ × B|σ | BσB
//

Pσ × A|σ |

Pσ × B|σ |

Pσ×h|σ |

��

Pσ × A|σ | A
σA // A

B

h

��

The last two definitions give rise to the category CΣ ofΣ-algebras andΣ-homomorphisms in C.

The above examples also include some notion of equation in a Σ-algebra. As mentioned, in classical universal algebra,
this is done by considering twoΣ-terms t and t ′, and asking an algebra to satisfy the equation t = t ′. A term is understood
to be a map, which can be constructed inductively, using the operations of Σ and maps induced by the product structure
of C, i.e. projections Am → An (m ≥ n) and diagonal maps An → Am (again m ≥ n). Such term maps can also be defined in
the parametrized setting, but turn out not to be expressive enough when it comes to modelling computational effects. Thus,
inspired by the theory of Plotkin and Power, we introduce the notion of an algebraic operation, similar as in [26], to model
equations. For this let U : CΣ → C denote the obvious forgetful functor, and Un the composite:

CΣ CnΣ
∆n // CnΣ Cn

Un //
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Definition 3.2. LetΣ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory forC. An algebraic operationwith parameter object
Z ∈ Ob(C) for Σ is a natural transformation t : Z × Un ⇒ U , for some n ∈ N, i.e. a family of maps tA : Z × An → A, such
that for allΣ-homomorphisms h : (A, {σA})→ (B, {σB}), the following diagram commutes:

Z × Bn BtB
//

Z × An

Z × Bn

Z×hn

��

Z × An A
tA // A

B

h

��

One calls Z the parameter object and n the arity of t .

We can now define equations suitably.

Definition 3.3. LetΣ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for C. An equation (e : t = t ′), is given by a pair of
algebraic operations t, t ′ : Pe × U|e| ⇒ U . Again we call Pe the parameter object of e and |e| the arity.
A Σ-algebra (A, {σA}) is said to satisfy e, if tA = t ′A as C-morphisms. If E is a set of equations for Σ , we call (Σ, E) a

(finitary) parametrized equational theory for C, and a Σ-algebra is a (Σ, E)-algebra (also C(Σ,E)-algebra) if it satisfies all
equations e ∈ E.
Thus we have a well-defined category C(Σ,E) of (Σ, E)-algebras andΣ-homomorphisms in C.

Notice that if C has |E |-coproducts, then aΣ-algebra in C is a (Σ, E)-algebra if and only if the morphisms:∐
e∈E Pe × A

|e| A
τA //∐

e∈E Pe × A
|e| A

τ ′A

//

coincide, where the e-component of τA is the first algebraic operation of e and the one of τ ′e the second.

3.2. Free algebras in kTop

If (Σ, E) is a parametrized equational theory for C, then we have an obvious forgetful functor U : C(Σ,E) → C. If this
forgetful functor has a left adjoint F : C→ C(Σ,E), then for aC-object X one calls FX the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X . WhenC
is complete, one can often show the existence of such a left adjoint using Freyd’s General Adjoint Functor Theorem (FAFT).
The free algebras can be characterized as follows.

Definition 3.4. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for C, and X be a C-object. A (Σ, E)-algebra (A, {σA}) is
called the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X , if:

• there exists a C-morphism ηX : X → A, such that
• for any (Σ, E)-algebra (B, {σB}) each C-morphism f : X → B can be uniquely extended to a Σ-homomorphism along
ηX , as in:

A B
f //_____A

X

OO

ηX

B

X

<<

f
zzzzzzzzzzz

This definition is exactly the same as the definition for a free algebra in the classical setting. Also like in the classical
setting, we call a free algebra for a parametrized equational theory (Σ, E), for which E = ∅ (i.e. a freeΣ-algebra), absolutely
free.
In the next section we want to introduce congruences for parametrized equational theories for our ambient category

kTop and show that free algebras for an equational theory can be obtained as explicit quotients of absolutely free algebras.
Before doing this, it seems sensible to give an abstract proof of the existence of free algebras for parametrized equational
theories in kTop at this point.
Let us start by looking at an inductive construction of Σ-terms in the category Set of sets, similarly to the situation

in classical universal algebra. Observe that any parametrized equational theory (Σ, E) for kTop, induces a parametrized
equational theory on Set as follows. Let∇ : kTop→ Set be the forgetful functor.∇ preserves all small limits, hence induces
a signature ∇Σ for a parametrized algebraic theory on Set. Now any ∇Σ-algebra can be equipped with the indiscrete
topology to form a Σ-algebra. Thus Σ-algebraic operations induce ∇Σ-algebraic operations, and we can apply ∇ to the
equations, as in the case of the operations, to get a parametrized equational theory (∇Σ,∇E) on Set. Notice that under
this construction, the category Set(∇Σ,∇E) becomes equivalent to the full subcategory of indiscrete kTop(Σ,E)-algebras. The
existence of free Set(∇Σ,∇E)-algebras can be shown using the following inductive construction.
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First, we construct the absolutely free algebra, which is also called the term algebra. For this, let Σ be a parametrized
signature for Set, and T be the functor assigning to a set X , the set

{σ(p, x1, . . . , x|σ |)| σ ∈ Σ, p ∈ Pσ , ∀i. xi ∈ X},

i.e. T (−) ∼=
∐
σ∈Σ Pσ × (−)|σ |. Now define inductively for all n ∈ N, F0(X) = X , Fn+1(X) = X ∪ T (Fn(X)) and

F∞(X) =
⋃
n∈N Fn(X). In other words, to obtain Fn+1(X) add all terms obtained by applying the operations of Σ to terms

of Fn(X) and F∞(X) is the union of the Fn(X). Clearly, Fn(X) ⊆ Fn+1(X), and for t ∈ F∞(X), we define occ(t) to be the
smallest n ∈ N such that t ∈ Fn(X). We get F∞(X) ∼= X ∪ T (F∞(X)), as one can show by induction on occ(t) that whenever
t ∈ X ∪ T (F∞(X)), then t was already in F∞(X). Now F∞(X) is the free term algebra FX over X , and operations are defined
by σFX (p, t1, . . . , t|σ |) = σ(p, t1, . . . , t|σ |).
Nowwe use this inductive term construction together with FAFT to get the existence of free algebras in kTop. Recall that

kTop is a coreflective subcategory of Top, and thus it is cocomplete with colimits calculated as in Top, and complete with
limits obtained by coreflecting limits in Top.

Theorem 3.5. For any parametrized equational theory (Σ, E) for kTop, the forgetful functor U : kTop(Σ,E) → kTop has a left
adjoint, the free algebra functor F : kTop→ kTop(Σ,E).

Proof. We outline the proof. To apply FAFT, we need to show that kTop(Σ,E) is locally small and complete, that U preserves
small limits, and that the Solution Set Condition is satisfied. Locally smallness of kTop(Σ,E) is clear, and products and
equalizers can be constructed pointwise as in kTop. Now it immediately follows that U preserves limits. For the Solution
Set Condition, note that if X is a compactly generated space, then one can construct T (∇X), the set of allΣ-terms over ∇X
as outlined above. T (∇X) is now a set-theoretic Σ-algebra, where the operations can be defined in an obvious way. Next,
consider all quotients T (∇X)/∼ such that in T (∇X)/∼ all equations of E are satisfied. On each quotient, one gets a set of
compatible topologies. (HereO is called compatible on T (∇X)/∼ if it makes all operations σT (∇X)/∼ and the inclusionmap of
X into it continuous.) Then the solution set for X is given by all these quotients of T (∇X)with the compatible topologies. �

In Section 4.1 we give amore explicit description of the free kTop(Σ,E)-algebras, but for the following development using
congruences it is useful to have a short abstract proof of the existence of free algebras.

3.3. Congruences

An important tool in constructing free algebras in Topological Domain Theory is the fact that free algebra constructions
in kTop are well behaved with respect to topological quotient maps. In this section we establish this well behavedness. In
particular, we show that the free algebra construction for parametrized equational theories in kTop preserves topological
quotient maps and that the free algebra for an equational theory (Σ, E) can be obtained as an explicit quotient of the
absolutely free kTopΣ -algebra. For this we generalize the classical notion of congruences from universal set-theoretical
algebras to parametrized equational theories on kTop.
Throughout this section we work entirely in the category kTop of compactly generated spaces. In particular, all products

denote the k-product, which may not carry the usual product topology, see section 5 of [9].

Definition 3.6. LetΣ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for kTop. AΣ-congruence on aCΣ -algebra (A, {σA})
is an equivalence relation∼ on A such that for all σ ∈ Σ and p ∈ Pσ , it holds that:

∀i ∈ |σ |. ai ∼ a′i ⇒ σA(p, (ai)i∈|σ |) ∼ σA(p, (a′i)i∈|σ |).

This generalization of congruences from universal algebra is as expected. Next we want to show that we can quotient
an algebra by a congruence to obtain another algebra. Defining the operations on the quotient is straightforward by a set-
theoretic argument. However, as we are working in kTop, we need to ensure that all these operations on the quotient are
continuous and for this we need the following property of products on compactly generated spaces.

Lemma 3.7. If q : X → Y and q′ : X ′ → Y ′ are topological quotient maps between compactly generated spaces, then the map
q× q′ : X × X ′ → Y × Y ′ is a topological quotient map, as well.

Proof. Recall that the topological quotient maps are precisely the regular epis in kTop. Thus, by the cartesian closure of
kTop, the functors (−) × X ′ and Y × (−) preserve colimits, and so we get that the maps q × X ′ : X × X ′ → Y × X ′ and
Y × q′ : Y × X ′ → Y × Y ′ are topological quotient maps. But q× q′ ≡ (Y × q′) ◦ (q× X) and topological quotient maps are
closed under composition, hence q× q′ must be a topological quotient map, as well. �

Lemma 3.8. Let Σ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for kTop, (A, {σA}) be a kTopΣ -algebra and ∼ be a Σ-
congruence on (A, {σA}). Then the topological quotient A/ ∼ can be equipped with a kTopΣ -algebra structure such that the
topological quotient map q : A � A/∼ becomes aΣ-homomorphism.
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Proof. We define σA/∼(p, (q(ai))i∈|σ |) := q(σA(p, (ai)i∈|σ |)). This map is well defined since ∼ is a Σ-congruence. That
σA/∼ : Pσ × (A/ ∼)|σ | → A/ ∼ is continuous follows from the following argument. By definition of σA/∼ the following
diagram commutes:

Pσ × (A/∼)|σ | A/∼σA/∼
//

Pσ × A|σ |

Pσ × (A/∼)|σ |

Pσ×q|σ |

��

Pσ × A|σ | A
σA // A

A/∼

q

��

By Lemma 3.7, Pσ × q|σ | is a topological quotient map. Thus, for any open U ⊆ A/∼, we have that V := (q ◦ σA)−1(U) =
(Pσ × q|σ |)−1(σ−1A/∼(U)) is open in Pσ ×A

|σ | and Pσ × q|σ |-saturated, and so σ−1A/∼(U) = Pσ × q
|σ |(V ) is open in Pσ × (A/∼)|σ |,

showing the continuity of σA/∼.
Moreover, by the definition of the algebra structure on A/∼ it follows directly that the quotient map q : A→ A/∼ is a

Σ-homomorphism. �

Next, we show that kernel relations of homomorphisms determine congruences, as in classical universal algebra.

Lemma 3.9. Let Σ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for kTop and h : (A, {σA}) → (B, {σB}) be a Σ-
homomorphism. Then the kernel relation∼h of h is aΣ-congruence on (A, {σA}) and h factors as:

(A, {σA}) (A/∼h, {σA/∼h})
q // (A/∼h, {σA/∼h}) (B, {σB})

h∗ // ,

where the algebra structure on (A/ ∼h, {σA/∼h}) is the canonical one obtained in Lemma 3.8 and h
∗ is a Σ-homomorphism.

Moreover, h∗ is the uniqueΣ-homomorphism for which this factorisation holds.

Proof. Clearly, the kernel relation of h is an equivalence relation on A. We show that it also satisfies the additional
requirement of a Σ-congruence. For this, suppose we are given σ ∈ Σ , p ∈ Pσ and for all i ∈ |σ |, ai ∼h a′i . Then we
get that:

h(σA(p, (ai)i∈|σ |)) = σB(p, (h(ai))i∈|σ |)
= σB(p, (h(a′i))i∈|σ |)
= h(σA(p, (a′i)i∈|σ |)),

and so σA(p, (ai)i∈|σ |) ∼h σA(p, (a′i)i∈|σ |), as required.
Now let q : (A, {σA}) → (A/ ∼h, {σA/∼h}) denote the topological quotient map, which by Lemma 3.8 is a Σ-

homomorphism. As the kernel relations of h and q coincide, it is clear that h∗ : q(a) 7→ h(a) is well defined and that
h = h∗ ◦ q. The fact that q is a topological quotient map makes h∗ continuous, and a simple calculation yields that h∗ is
indeed aΣ-homomorphism.
Uniqueness of h∗ is clear. �

Corollary 3.10. Let Σ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for kTop. Then the Σ-congruences on an algebra
(A, {σA}) are exactly the kernel relations forΣ-homomorphisms with domain (A, {σA}).
Moreover, if ∼ and ≈ are Σ-congruences on a Σ-algebra (A, {σA}) with ∼ ⊆ ≈, then the factorisation (A, {σA}) � (A/∼,

{σA/∼}) � (A/≈, {σA/≈}) consists of Σ-homomorphisms (where the algebra structures on the quotients are the canonical ones
obtained in Lemma 3.8).

Now we use the equations of a parametrized equational theory to generate a congruence.

Definition 3.11. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kTop. Then the congruence generated by E on a Σ-
algebra (A, {σA}) is the smallestΣ-congruence∼E on (A, {σA}) such that:

∀(e : t = t ′) ∈ E . ∀p ∈ Pe. ∀(ai)i∈|e| ∈ A|e|. tA(p, (ai)i∈|e|) ∼E t ′A(p, (ai)i∈|e|).

Lemma 3.12. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kTop. Furthermore let (A, {σA}) be a Σ-algebra and ∼E the
congruence on (A, {σA}) generated by E . Then the following hold:

(i) The algebra (A/∼E , {σA/∼E }) satisfies all equations in E .
(ii) If h : (A, {σA}) → (B, {σB}) is a Σ-homomorphism, and all equations in E are satisfied by (B, {σB}), then for the kernel
relation∼h of h, it holds that∼E⊆∼h.

Proof. (i) Let q : (A, {σA})→ (A/∼E , {σA/∼E }) denote the topological quotientmap, and suppose (e : t = t
′) is an equation

in E . Then, by definition of the congruence∼E , we get for p ∈ Pe and (ai)i∈|e| ∈ A|e| the following:

tA/∼E (p, (q(ai))i∈|e|) = q(tA(p, (ai)i∈|e|))
= q(t ′A(p, (ai)i∈|e|))
= t ′A/∼E

(p, (q(ai))i∈|e|),

as required.
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(ii) Let again (e : t = t ′) be an equation in E , p ∈ Pe and (ai)i∈|e| ∈ A|e|. Then we get:

h(tA(p, (ai)i∈|e|)) = tB(p, (h(ai))i∈|e|)
= t ′B(p, (h(ai))i∈|e|)
= h(t ′A(p, (ai)i∈|e|)),

showing that tA(p, (ai)i∈|e|) ∼h t ′A(p, (ai)i∈|e|). As ∼h is a congruence, by Lemma 3.9, it follows that ∼E ⊆ ∼h, showing
the claim. �

Nowwe are ready to construct the explicit congruences for obtaining free algebras for parametrized equational theories
in kTop as topological quotients of the respective absolutely free algebras.

Theorem 3.13. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kTop and F : kTop → kTopΣ denote the absolutely free
algebra functor. Furthermore for a compactly generated space X, let ∼E denote the Σ-congruence on (FX, {σFX }) generated by
E . Then the free kTop(Σ,E)-algebra over X is given by (FX/∼E , {σFX/∼E }).

Proof. By Lemma 3.12(i), (FX/∼E , {σFX/∼E }) is a kTop(Σ,E)-algebra, and the inclusion map δX : X → FX/∼E is given by
the composition:

X FX
ηX // FX FX/∼E

q // .

Thus we only need to show the universal property for (FX/ ∼E , {σFX/∼E }). So let (A, {σA}) be any kTop(Σ,E)-algebra and
f : X → A be a continuous map. Then there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism extension f̂ : (FX, {σFX }) → (A, {σA}).
By Lemma 3.9, the kernel relation ∼f̂ is a congruence, and by Lemma 3.12(ii), we have ∼E ⊆ ∼f̂ . Now we can apply again
Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 and get the following factorisation of f̂ :

(FX, {σFX }) (FX/∼E , {σFX/∼E })
q // (FX/∼E , {σFX/∼E }) (FX/∼f̂ , {σFX/∼̂f })

r // (FX/∼f̂ , {σFX/∼̂f }) (A, {σA})
s // ,

where all maps are Σ-homomorphisms. Thus f := s ◦ r is a Σ-homomorphism, as well. It follows that f = f ◦ δX , and it
remains to show that f is the unique such extension.
Assume h : (FX/∼E , {σFX/∼E })→ (A, {σA}) is another such extension. Then the universal property of (FX, {σFX }) gives

h ◦ q = f̂ = f ◦ q, and the fact that q as a topological quotient map is a regular epi in kTop yields h = f , as required. �

Now we use this result to show that the free algebra functors preserve topological quotient maps for the respective
parametrized equational theories in kTop.

Theorem 3.14. Let Σ be a signature for a parametrized equational theory in kTop. Then the free algebra functor F : kTop →
kTop(Σ,E) preserves topological quotient maps.

Proof. Let q : X → Q be a topological quotientmap. Then it can be obtained as the coequalizer of a pair ofmaps f , g : Y → X
in kTop. As the free algebra functor F : kTop → kTop(Σ,E) is a left adjoint, it preserves coequalizer diagrams, and so
Fq : FX → FQ is the coequalizer of Ff , Fg : FY → FX in kTop(Σ,E). Now let ∼Fq denote the kernel relation of Fq, which
by Corollary 3.10 is a congruence on FX . By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12, the algebra (FX/∼Fq, {σFX/∼Fq}) satisfies all equations in
E and the topological quotient map p : FX → FX/∼Fq becomes a Σ-homomorphism. Moreover, p coequalizes Ff and Fg ,
since by definition of the kernel relation for Fq, we have that Fq ◦ Ff (t) = Fq ◦ Fg(t) if and only if p ◦ Ff (t) = p ◦ Fg(t). Thus,
we get the following commuting diagram:

FY FX
Ff //FY FX
Fg

// FX FQ
Fq //FX

FX/∼Fq

p

����
FX/∼Fq

FQ<<z
z

z
z

z
FX/∼Fq

FQ

||

z
z

z
z

z

where themap FX/∼Fq→ FQ is obtained from Lemma 3.9 and FQ → FX/∼Fq from the universal property of the coequalizer
(in kTop(Σ,E)). Again the universal property of the coequalizer yields immediately that FQ → FX/∼Fq→ FQ is the identity
map, and the definition of ∼Fq yields that FX/∼Fq→ FQ → FX/∼Fq is also the identity map. Thus FQ ∼= FX/∼Fq and the
claim follows. �

So let us summarize our results of this section.

Corollary 3.15. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kTop. Then the free algebra functor F : kTop→ kTop(Σ,E)
preserves topological quotient maps. Moreover if F : kTop → kTopΣ denotes the absolutely free algebra functor, then for any
compactly generated space X, the free algebra (FX, {σFX }) over X is given by (FX/∼E , {σFX/∼E }), where∼E is the congruence on
(FX, {σFX }) generated by E .
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3.4. Algebras and subcategories

Having defined parametrized equational theories, it is interesting to study under which conditions a functor F : C→ D
between two categories, restricts to a functor of algebras on these categories. Due to the notions of parameter objects
and algebraic operations, parametrized equational theories are very much bound to the category they are considered in.
Nevertheless, we can show that if Σ is a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for C, then a functor F : C → D
induces a signature FΣ for D. If moreover F preserves finite products, then it restricts to a functor F : CΣ → DFΣ .
However, by the generality of the definition of algebraic operations, there is no reason for a product preserving functor

to carry algebraic operations forΣ into algebraic operations for FΣ . Thus, in the general case, F will not induce a functor on
categories of algebras with equations. However, we present positive results for the case that F is a (co)reflection. In contrast
to the previous sectionwework in a fairly abstract setting here, and apply the results to the compactly generated framework
later.
AssumeΣ is a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for C, and F : C→ D a functor. Define the signature FΣ on

D to have the same underlying set asΣ , say {σ F | σ ∈ Σ}, such that |σ F | = |σ | and Pσ F = FPσ . Then we get:
Proposition 3.16. IfΣ is a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for C, and F : C→ D is a product preserving functor,
then F restricts to a functor CΣ → DFΣ .
Proof. Let (A, {σA}) be a CΣ -algebra. Then for σ ∈ Σ , we have

FσA : FPσ × FA|σ | ∼= Pσ F × FA
|σ F |
→ FA.

Thus setting σ FFA := FσA makes (FA, σ
F
FA) a DFΣ -algebra. �

From this result it immediately follows that ifΣ is a signature for C, and C is a subcategory of D such that the inclusion
functor preserves finite products, then CΣ is a subcategory of DΣ .
The question now arises, whether we can obtain similar results in the presence of equations. However, this is difficult,

because we have defined equations as pairs of algebraic operations, which are fairly general natural transformations. Thus,
we need extra information about a functor F : C → D if we want to determine whether it carries Σ-algebraic operations
into FΣ-algebraic operations. In fact, the functor does so if it preserves products and all considered algebraic operations
are given by termmaps, as defined in section 3.1. This is so, because termmaps are well defined in any category with finite
products, once the corresponding parameter object is given. However, the D-parameter object can be obtained via F , as it is
simply the image of the C-parameter object under F . In the more general case, we only consider pairs of categories, where
one category is a subcategory of the other.
Theorem 3.17. Let C and D be categories with finite products, such that D is a full subcategory of C. If (Σ, E) is a parametrized
equational theory for C such that for all σ ∈ Σ and e ∈ E , Pσ and Pe are objects of D. Then:
(i) If D is a reflective subcategory of C, then D(Σ,E) is a subcategory of C(Σ,E), and if the reflection functor R : C→ D preserves
finite products, it restricts to a functor R : C(Σ,E) → D(Σ,E). Moreover, the unit of the reflection ηA : A → RA is a Σ-
homomorphism for all (Σ, E)-algebras (A, {σA}) in C.

(ii) IfD is a coreflective subcategory ofC, and the inclusion functorD ↪→ C preserves finite products, thenD(Σ,E) is a subcategory
of C(Σ,E) and the coreflection functor restricts to a functor C : C(Σ,E) → D(Σ,E). Moreover, the unit of the coreflection
µA : CA→ A is aΣ-homomorphism for all (Σ, E)-algebras (A, {σA}) in C.

Proof. For (i), observe that by the assumption that all parameter objects are in D, Σ is also a signature for a parametrized
algebraic theory for D. As D is reflective, the inclusion functor D ↪→ C preserves limits, hence it restricts to an inclusion
DΣ → CΣ . Now, since D is a full subcategory of C, algebraic operations for Σ in C are well defined in D. It follows that
the inclusion functor cuts down to an inclusion D(Σ,E) ↪→ C(Σ,E). As by the assumption, the reflection functor R preserves
products, and we have that for all σ ∈ Σ , RPσ ∼= Pσ , we have that R restricts to a functor R : CΣ → DΣ . Moreover, if
(A, {σA}) is a CΣ -algebra, then for all operations, we have σRA = RσA, hence the following diagram commutes:

Pσ × RA|σ | RA
σRA∼=RσA

//

Pσ × A|σ |

Pσ × RA|σ |

ηPσ×A|σ |
∼=Pσ×(ηA)|σ |

��

Pσ × A|σ | A
σA // A

RA

ηA

��

making ηA into aΣ-homomorphism. Finally, let (e : t = t ′) ∈ E , and consider the following diagram in C:

Pe × A|e| A
tA //Pe × A|e| A
t ′A

//

Pe×η
|e|
A
∼=ηPe×A|e|

��
Pe × RA|e| RA

tRA //Pe × RA|e| RA
t ′RA

//

ηA

��
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in which the upper and lower horizontal compositions commute, as ηA is aΣ-homomorphism. But now the facts that R is a
reflection and D is a full subcategory, give C(Pe × A|e|, RA) ∼= C(Pe × RA|e|, RA), hence tA = t ′A implies tRA = t

′

RA, as required.
For (ii), one shows similarly that the inclusion D ↪→ C restricts to an inclusion D(Σ,E) ↪→ C(Σ,E), and the coreflection

C : C→ D restricts to a functor C : CΣ → DΣ , such that for anyCΣ -algebra (A, {σA}),µA : CA→ A is aΣ-homomorphism.
Then, if (e : t = t ′) is an equation in E , we get the following diagram in C:

Pe × CA|e| CA
tCA //Pe × CA|e| CA
t ′CA

//

Pe×µ
|e|
A
∼=µPe×A|e|

��
Pe × A|e| A

tA //Pe × A|e| A
t ′A

//

µA

��

where the upper and lower horizontal compositions commute. As C is a coreflection, we have C(Pe × CA|e|, CA) ∼= C(Pe ×
CA|e|, A), and thus tA = t ′A implies tCA = t

′

CA. �

We finally turn our attention towards the construction of free algebras in subcategories, and not surprisingly get the
following result:

Theorem 3.18. LetC be a category with finite products,D a full subcategory ofCwith finite products, and (Σ, E) a parametrized
equational theory for C such that for all σ ∈ Σ and e ∈ E , Pσ and Pe are objects of D. Let furthermore F : C→ C(Σ,E) be the free
algebra functor. Then:
(i) IfD is a reflective subcategory ofC and the reflection functor R : C→ D preserves finite products, then the free (Σ, E)-algebra
(A, {σA}) in D over X is given by (RFX, {σRFX }),

(ii) if D is a coreflective subcategory of C, and the inclusion functor D ↪→ C preserves finite products, then F restricts to a free
algebra functor on D.

Proof. We first show (i). By Theorem 3.17, (RFX, {σRFX }) is a (Σ, E)-algebra in D, so we only have to show that it satisfies
the unique extension property of a free algebra. For this, let (B, {σB}) be any (Σ, E)-algebra in D, and f : X → B be a
morphism. As (FX, {σFX }) is the free algebra over X in C, and by Theorem 3.17, (B, {σB}) a (Σ, E)-algebra in C, we have a
unique homomorphism lifting f : FX → B for f . Thus Rf : RFX → RB ∼= B is a homomorphism lifting for f in D, and
uniqueness follows from the fact that R is a reflection functor.
For (ii), recall that, by Theorem3.17, (CFX, {σCFX }) is a (Σ, E)-algebra inC and the unit of the coreflectionµFX : CFX → FX

is a Σ-homomorphism. Thus, if ηX : X → FX is the inclusion morphism into the free algebra, we have the following
commuting diagram:

FX CFX
CηX //_____FX

X

OO

ηX

CFX

X

99

CηX
sssssssssssss

CFX FX
µFX //

X ηX

;;

and it follows that µFX ◦ CηX ∼= idFX , by the freeness of FX over X . But then it also follows that C(µFX ◦ CηX ) = C(idFX ) ∼=
idCFX ∼= CµFX , and so C(CηX ) ∼= idCFX . As C is a coreflection, this yields C(CηX ◦ µFX ) ∼= idCFX ∼= C(idCFX ), and we can
conclude CηX ◦ µFX ∼= idCFX . Thus we get the following two commuting diagrams:

FX

CFX

CηX ��?????????FX FXFX

CFX

??

µFX
���������

CFX

FX

µFX
��?????????CFX CFXCFX

FX

??

CηX���������

And it follows that FX ∼= CFX , hence it is actually a D-object, and trivially free as a (Σ, E)-algebra over X in D. �

Part (i) of the above theorem can also be shown using Butler’s Theorem (see [2]).

4. Parametrized theories in domain theory

In this section we study free algebra constructions for parametrized equational theories in the domain theory
frameworks. We consider free algebras in Topological Domain Theory, represented by the categories QCB and QCBPredom,
as well as in Classical Domain Theory, represented by the categories DCPO, CONT and ωCONT. We then compare these
constructions and get our main results, that the free algebra construction coincides for QCBPredom and DCPO, whenever
the theory is well defined for both categories, and that the inclusion functor ωCONT ↪→ QCBPredom preserves the free
algebra construction for awide class of parametrized equational theories, including nonparametrized inequational theories,
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as in the fourth motivating example. We start by giving a more explicit characterization of the free algebra construction in
kTop and apply the results of the previous part to the category kP.

4.1. Parametrized theories in kTop

Free algebras for nonparametrized equational theories in kTop have already been studied, for instance by Porst [28], who
showed that here free algebras are better behaved than free algebras in Top, which have been studied in [21,37]. An instance
of this well behavedness are the results of Corollary 3.15 which do not hold in Top, essentially due to its lack of cartesian
closure. However, the results of Corollary 3.15 can be obtained in the category Set in order to construct free Set(Σ,E)-algebras
explicitly as quotients of the term algebras.
The following result gives a more concrete characterization of free algebras in kTop and shows that this construction

preserves the set-theoretic free algebra construction on the underlying sets.

Lemma 4.1. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kTop. Then for any compactly generated space X, the underlying
set of the free (Σ, E)-algebra FX over X, is the free (∇Σ,∇E)-algebra over ∇X, and the topology on FX is the finest topology O
on ∇FX such that:

(A) the inclusion map η∇X : X → (∇FX,O) is continuous, and
(B) O is a compatible topology on ∇FX, i.e. for all σ ∈ Σ ,

σ∇FX : Pσ × (∇FX,O)|σ | → (∇FX,O)

is continuous (where the product is taken in kTop).

Proof. It is an easy observation that such a finest topology exists, since whenever C is a set of topologies satisfying (A) and
(B), then so does the topology generated by

⋃
C. This topology is easily seen to be compactly generated, because whenever

a topology on∇X satisfies the conditions then so does the compactly generated coreflection of this topology. Thus it remains
to show that (A, {σA}) := (∇FX,O, {σ∇FX }) satisfies the universal property of a free algebra over X .
For this let (B, {σB}) be a (Σ, E)-algebra, and f : X → B be a continuous map. Forgetting the topological structure, we

get a (∇Σ,∇E)-algebra (∇B, {σ∇B}), and thus a unique homomorphism lifting as in:

∇A ∇B
f //____∇A

∇X

OO

η∇X

∇B

∇X

<<

f
zzzzzzzzzz

But now the topology on ∇A generated by {f
−1
(U)| U ⊆ B open} satisfies conditions (A) and (B), hence f : A → B must

be continuous. That it is the unique homomorphism lifting of f , follows again from the freeness of (∇A, {σ∇A}) in Set. Thus
(A, {σA}) is indeed the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X , as claimed. �

Let us now turn to the category kP of compactly generated predomains and continuous maps. In [5], it was shown that
kP is a full reflective exponential ideal of kTop, and that kP is complete and cocomplete. As kP is a full reflective exponential
ideal, it follows that the reflectionM : kTop → kP preserves finite products, and hence we can use Theorem 3.18 to get
free algebras for parametrized equational theories in kP.

Theorem 4.2. For any parametrized equational theory (Σ, E) for kP, the forgetful functor U : kP(Σ,E) → kP has a left adjoint,
the free algebra functor F : kP→ kP(Σ,E). The free kP(Σ,E)-algebras are obtained by reflecting the free (Σ, E)-algebras in kTop.

Proof. By assumption, (Σ, E) is a finitary parametrized equational theory for kTop such that for all σ ∈ Σ and e ∈ E , Pσ
and Pe are compactly generated predomains. Thus, with Theorems 3.17 and 3.18, we get that kP(Σ,E) is a subcategory of
kTop(Σ,E), and the reflection functorM restricts to a functor R : kTop(Σ,E) → kP(Σ,E). Moreover, the free (Σ, E)-algebra
over X in kP is given by (RFX, {σRFX }), where (FX, {σFX }) is the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X in kTop. �

4.2. Parametrized theories in Topological Domain Theory

Topological Domain Theory is represented by the categories QCB, of quotients of countably-based spaces, and
QCBPredom, of qcb-predomains. QCB has been shown to be a subcategory of kTop [9], and in [3] we have shown that
QCB and QCBPredom have free algebras for ω-ary parametrized equational theories, provided that all parameter spaces
are countably-based.1 In particular, we have shown that QCB is closed under the free algebra construction for such ω-ary

1 In fact there is a mistake in the argumentation of [3]. The proof of Proposition 4.7 is wrong and thus Theorem 4.6 cannot be applied to the setting of
Topological Domain Theory. However, the situation can be amended if one introduces congruences along the lines of Section 3.3 of the present paper. For
details see also [4].
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parametrized equational theories in the category of sequential spaces. The free algebras in QCBPredom are then obtained
using an ω-ary version of Theorem 3.18. Crucial for obtaining these free algebra constructions were results taken from
[33]. In this section, we show that, if all parameter spaces are countably-based, then QCB is closed under the free algebra
construction for parametrized equational theories in kTop. The first step is to show that for countably-based spaces, the
absolutely free algebra constructions in Top and kTop coincide.
Like for kTop, we can apply the FAFT for Top.

Theorem 4.3. For any parametrized equational theory (Σ, E) for Top, the forgetful functor U : Top(Σ,E) → Top has a left
adjoint, the free algebra functor F : Top→ Top(Σ,E).

Notice that it is not possible to show that the free algebra constructions in Top and kTop coincide in general, as the
inclusion kTop ↪→ Top does not preserve finite products. Even worse, in [18], Lamartin gives an example of a compactly
generated space X , for which the free compactly generated group over X is not the compactly generated coreflection of the
free topological group over X . Thus the free algebra functors for kTop and Top differ even for nonparametrized equational
theories. However,we show that for countably-based spaces, the absolutely free algebra constructions in both cases coincide,
provided the parameter spaces are also countably-based. First we give a characterization of the free topological algebra, as
in Lemma 4.1. For this, let ∇ : Top→ Set again denote the forgetful functor.

Lemma 4.4. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for Top. Then for any topological space X, the underlying set of the
free (Σ, E)-algebra FX over X, is the free (∇Σ,∇E)-algebra over ∇X, and the topology on FX is the finest topology O on ∇FX
such that:

1. the inclusion map η∇X : X → (∇FX,O) is continuous, and
2. O is a compatible topology on ∇FX, i.e. for all σ ∈ Σ ,

σ∇FX : Pσ × (∇FX,O)|σ | → (∇FX,O)

is continuous (where the product is taken in Top).

Proof. Essentially the same as for Lemma 4.1. �

We now show that the topology on the absolutely free TopΣ -algebra can be constructed in a countable inductive limit
process. This construction turns out to be crucial for showing that the absolutely free algebra functor F : Top → TopΣ
preserves countably-based spaces, which cannot be deduced from the above characterization of the free algebra topology.
So assume we want to construct the absolutely free algebra over a space X , and we have constructed the absolutely free
set-theoretic algebra (∇FX) together with the inclusion map η : X ↪→ ∇FX . Let Ω0 be the topology generated by
{η(U)| U ∈ O(X)}, and for a given topologyΩn, letΩn+1 be the topology generated by

Ωn ∪ {σ∇FX (V × U)| σ ∈ Σ, V ∈ O(Pσ ), U ∈ On(FX |σ |)},

where On(FX |σ |) is the product topology with respect toΩn. We obviously get thatΩn+1 is finer thanΩn, and so we obtain
the diagram:

(∇FX,Ω0) (∇FX,Ω1)oo (∇FX,Ω2)oo · · ·oo

Let (∇FX,Ω∞) be the limit of this diagram in Top. Then we get:

Theorem 4.5. For all topological spaces X,Ω∞ is the topology of the absolutely free TopΣ -algebra (FX, {σFX }).

Proof. We have to show that Ω∞ = OFX , where OFX denotes the topology of the absolutely free algebra. Notice that
Ω∞ =

⋃
n∈N Ωn and therefore is compatible in the sense of Lemma 4.4, hence coarser than OFX . Thus we only have to

show OFX ⊆ Ω∞.
We will show that for all terms t ∈ FX , and U ⊆ OFX , there exists V ∈ Ω∞ such that t ∈ V ⊆ U . For this we use

induction on occ(t) (as defined before Theorem 3.5). If occ(t) = 0, then t = x ∈ X , and as ηX : X → FX is continuous, we
get for V = η−1(U) that η(V ) ∈ Ω0 and t ∈ η(V ) ⊆ U . So let occ(t) = n+ 1 and for all terms t ′ with occ(t ′) ≤ n and opens
U ′ ∈ OFX containing t ′, there exists V ′ ∈ Ω∞ such that t ′ ∈ V ′ ⊆ U ′. Suppose t = σ(p, t1, . . . , t|σ |). As all operations are
continuous on FX , we have that (p, t1, . . . , t|σ |) ∈ σ−1FX (U), and find a basic openW ×U1×· · ·×U|σ | ⊆ σ

−1
FX (U), containing

(p, t1, . . . , t|σ |). As for all i = 1, . . . , |σ |, occ(ti) ≤ n, we can apply the induction hypothesis, hence there exists Vi ∈ Ω∞
such that ti ∈ Vi ⊆ Ui. But then, for each i = 1, . . . , |σ |, there exists ki ∈ N such that Vi ∈ Ωki , and so m = maxi=1,...,|σ | ki
exists and we get for

V = {σ(p, s1, . . . , s|σ |)| p ∈ W ,∀i = 1, . . . , |σ |. si ∈ Vi},

V ∈ Ωm+1 ⊆ Ω∞ and t ∈ V ⊆ U , as required. �

With this result, we can relate absolutely free algebras for countably-based spaces in Top and kTop.

Theorem 4.6. Let Σ be a signature for a parametrized algebraic theory for Top, such that all parameter spaces are countably-
based. Then, for a countably-based space X, the absolutely freeΣ-algebras in Top and kTop coincide and are countably-based.
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Proof. Just for the proof, let F Top : Top → TopΣ and FkTop : kTop → kTopΣ denote the absolutely free algebra
functors. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, the underlying sets of F TopX and FkTopX coincide. Thus, we have to show that the identity
maps F TopX ↔ FkTopX are both continuous. By Theorem 4.5 and the fact that all parameter spaces are countably-based,
we get that F TopX is countably-based, hence compactly generated, and so a kTopΣ -algebra, showing that the identity
FkTopX → F TopX is continuous. For the converse, observe that it is sufficient to show sequential continuity of the identity
F TopX → FkTopX , because the domain of the map is countably-based. We can show by induction on occ(t) and using
Theorem 4.5 that a sequence of terms (tk) converges to t in F TopX if and only if the tk have eventually the same structure as t ,
say tk = σ(pk, s1,k, . . . , s|σ |,k) and t = σ(p, s1, . . . , s|σ |), and for all i = 1, . . . , |σ |, (si,k) converges to si and (pk) converges
to p. But as all operations in FkTopX are continuous, (tk) also converges to t here. Thus the identity map F TopX → FkTopX is
sequentially continuous, showing the claim. �

Having this result, we can show that QCB is closed under the free algebra construction in kTop, and that QCBPredom is
closed under the free algebra construction in kP.

Theorem 4.7. (i) If (Σ, E) is a finitary parametrized equational theory for kTop such that for all σ ∈ Σ and e ∈ E , Pσ and Pe
are countably-based spaces, then QCB is closed under the free algebra construction in kTop, and thus the free (Σ, E)-algebra
over X in QCB is just the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X in kTop.

(ii) If (Σ, E) is a finitary parametrized equational theory for kP such that for all σ ∈ Σ and e ∈ E , Pσ and Pe are countably-based
predomains, thenQCBPredom is closed under the free algebra construction inkP, and thus the freeQCBPredom(Σ,E)-algebra
over X is just the free kP(Σ,E)-algebra over X. Moreover, it is the reflection of the free QCB(Σ,E)-algebra over X.

Proof. (i) Let X be a QCB-space, say a quotient of the countably-based space Y . By Corollary 3.15, the free algebra functor
F : kTop → kTop(Σ,E) preserves topological quotient maps. Thus, the free algebra FX is a quotient of the free algebra
FY . Again, by Corollary 3.15, FY is a quotient of the absolutely free kTopΣ -algebra FY over Y . But by Theorem 4.6, FY is
countably-based, hence FX is a quotient of the countably-based space FY , showing the claim.

(ii) Using the fact that M preserves finite products, we can apply Theorem 3.18 and get that the free QCBPredom(Σ,E)-
algebra functor can be constructed as composite of the free QCB(Σ,E)-algebra functor followed by the reflection M :
QCB→ QCBPredom. SinceM is just the restriction of the reflection kTop→ kP to QCB-spaces, the result follows with
Theorem 4.2. �

4.3. Parametrized theories in Classical Domain Theory

Recall that the category DCPO of dcpos carrying the Scott-topology and Scott-continuous maps is a full subcategory of
Top, and is cartesian closed and complete. It is well known that the inclusion functor DCPO ↪→ Top does not preserve
even finite products (see e.g. [10]). However, in [9] it has been shown that any dcpo under its Scott-topology is in fact a
compactly generated space, and hence a compactly generated predomain. Simpson [5] and Escardó [8] have then shown
that this inclusion DCPO ↪→ kP does preserve finite products. We show that DCPO is in fact a full coreflective subcategory
of kP.

Lemma 4.8. Every continuous map between monotone convergence spaces is Scott-continuous.

Proof. This is Lemma II-3.12 of [10]. �

Proposition 4.9. DCPO is a full coreflective subcategory of kP and the inclusion functor I : DCPO ↪→ kP preserves finite
products.

Proof. By the preceding lemma, the mapping S : kP → DCPO which equips a compactly generated predomain with its
Scott-topology is functorial. Moreover, it is easy to see that for a dcpo D and a compactly generated predomain X , kP(D, X)
and DCPO(D,SX) are isomorphic. This isomorphism clearly is natural in D and X , hence I a S form an adjunction. The
preservation of finite products is the result of Simpson and Escardó, see e.g. Proposition 5.1 of [5]. �

Thus we can use Theorem 3.18 to show that free algebras for parametrized equational theories exist in DCPO.

Theorem 4.10. For any parametrized equational theory (Σ, E) for DCPO, the forgetful functor U : DCPO(Σ,E) → DCPO has a
left adjoint, the free algebra functor F : DCPO→ DCPO(Σ,E). The free (Σ, E)-algebras inDCPO are given by the free kP-algebras.

Proof. By assumption, (Σ, E) is a finitary parametrized equational theory for kP such that for all σ ∈ Σ and e ∈ E , Pσ and
Pe carry the Scott-topology. Thus, with Theorems 3.17 and 3.18, we get that DCPO(Σ,E) is a subcategory of kP(Σ,E), and the
coreflection functor S restricts to a functor S : kP(Σ,E) → DCPO(Σ,E). Moreover, the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X in DCPO
coincides with (FX, {σFX }), the free (Σ, E)-algebra over X in kP. �

Putting this theorem together with the results of the previous section, we get the following corollary, showing that free
algebra constructions for a wide range of parametrized equational theories coincide in Topological and Classical Domain
Theory.

Corollary 4.11. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kP such that all parameter spaces are countably-based
predomains, carrying the Scott-topology. Then the free algebra functor F : kP→ kP(Σ,E) preserves qcb-predomains and also the
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Scott-topology. Hence, the free QCBPredom(Σ,E)-algebra over a qcb-predomain X, carrying the Scott-topology, will again carry
the Scott-topology, and be isomorphic to the free DCPO(Σ,E)-algebra over X.

4.4. Parametrized equational theories in continuous domains

As discussed in the introduction, from a computational viewpoint the most interesting category of Classical Domain
Theory, which appears as a subcategory in QCBPredom, is ωCONT, the category of countably-based continuous domains. In
this section, we show that the embedding of ωCONT into QCBPredom preserves free algebras, and hence the construction
of computational types, for a wide range of algebraic theories, which include those for the classical powerdomains.
Recall that computational effects in Classical Domain Theory are modelled using inequational theories, as described in

the fourth motivating example above. In the nonparametrized setting, an equation t = t ′ can be recovered as t ≤ t ′ and
t ′ ≤ t . Plotkin has suggested (in a private communication), that in the presence of parameter objects, one also can express
inequations as equations.
In order to formulate such a result, let a parametrized inequational theory for kP be given by a tuple (Σ, E), whereΣ is

a finitary parametrized signature for kP, and E as set of inequations {e : t ≤ t ′}, given by pairs of algebraic operations with
the same arity and parameter objects. Then a Σ-algebra (A, {σA}) satisfies e, if for any open U ⊆ A, t−1A (U) ⊆ t

′

A
−1
(U). It

is an easy verification that the restriction of this definition to nonparametrized theories on DCPO gives exactly the classical
inequational theories.

Lemma 4.12. For any parametrized inequational theory (Σ, E) for kP, there exists a parametrized equational theory (Σ ′, E ′),
such that kP(Σ,E) = kP(Σ ′,E ′).

Proof. For each inequation (i : t ≤ t ′) in E , we introduce an auxiliary operation σ i with Pσ i = S × Pi, S being Sierpinski
space, and |σ i| = |i|. Thus we construct

Σ ′ = Σ ∪ {σ i| i ∈ E}.

Now we introduce for (i : t ≤ t ′) two equations (ei : σ i(⊥, p, x1, . . . , x|i|) = t(p, x1, . . . , x|i|)) and (e′i : σ i(T, p,
x1, . . . , x|i|) = t ′(p, x1, . . . , x|i|)), and set

E ′ = {ei| i ∈ E} ∪ {e′i| i ∈ E}.

If (A, {σA}) is a (Σ, E)-algebra in kP, then it becomes aΣ ′-algebra, if we define for i ∈ E ,

σ iA(z, p, a1, . . . , a|i|) =
{
tA(p, a1, . . . , a|i|) if z = ⊥
t ′A(p, a1, . . . , a|i|) if z = T.

Notice thatσ iA : S×Pi×A
|i|
→ A is continuous, because ifU ⊆ A is open, then (σ iA)

−1(U) = {⊥}×t−1A (U)∪{T}×t
′−1
A (U), and,

as t−1A (U) ⊆ t
′−1
A (U), this is equal to S× t−1A (U)∪ {T}× t

′−1
A (U), which is open by the continuity of tA and t

′

A. It immediately
follows that all equations in E ′ are satisfied by A.
Conversely, if (A, {σA}) is a (Σ ′, E ′)-algebra in kP, then asΣ ⊆ Σ ′, it also is aΣ-algebra. If (i : t ≤ t ′) is an inequation in

E , then A satisfies i, as we have σ i(⊥, p, x1, . . . , x|i|) = t(p, x1, . . . , x|i|) and σ i(T, p, x1, . . . , x|i|) = t ′(p, x1, . . . , x|i|), hence

(p, a1, . . . , a|i|) ∈ t−1A (U) ⇒ (⊥, p, a1, . . . , a|i|) ∈ (σ iA)
−1(U)

⇒ (T, p, a1, . . . , a|i|) ∈ (σ iA)
−1(U)

⇒ (p, a1, . . . , a|i|) ∈ t ′
−1
A (U)

.

Thus kP(Σ,E)-algebras and kP(Σ ′,E ′)-algebras in kP coincide, and as the extra operations of Σ ′ are defined in terms of Σ-
algebraic operations,Σ-homomorphisms areΣ ′-homomorphisms, showing that indeed kP(Σ,E) = kP(Σ ′,E ′). �

Abramsky and Jung [1] have shown thatωCONT has free algebras for nonparametrized finitary inequational theories, and
Koslowski [17] has given an easy category-theoretical proof of this fact, which also shows that ωCONT is closed under the
free algebra construction for finitary inequational theories in DCPO. Thus we can apply Corollary 4.11 and get the following.

Theorem 4.13. The embedding ωCONT ↪→ QCBPredom preserves the free algebra construction for nonparametrized finitary
inequational theories.

Notice that the classical powerdomains, i.e. the lower (Hoare), upper (Smyth) and convex (Plotkin) powerdomains, can
be constructed as free algebras for nonparametrized inequational theories. Hence, the above theorem gives us that if X is
a countably-based continuous domain, and P one of the classical powerdomain functors, then PX can be reconstructed in
QCBPredom as a free algebra over X for the appropriate parametrized theory.
Now the question arises, in how far this result can be generalized to all parametrized equational theories. So far,

parametrized equational theories for (continuous) dcpos have not been consideredwidely. The onlyworkwe aware of, is the
Diplom-thesis of Christine Strüder [36], a student of Jung. She considered finitary inequational theories (Σ, E) onDCPO, for
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Fig. 1. A counterexample.

which the set of operationsΣ has itself a dcpo structure, and all evaluationmaps evaln : Σn×An → A are continuous, where
Σn consists of all operations of arity n. As DCPO is a distributive category, this is equivalent to parametrized inequational
theories, and by the above lemma, to parametrized equational theories. A surprising observation in Strüder’s thesis is that
the category of continuous domains does not have free algebras for all parametrized algebraic theories. To see this, consider
the following example, which is a slight simplification of one given in Strüder’s thesis.

Example. Let C (for chain) be the dcpo given in Fig. 1(a). Let furthermore (Σ, E) be the parametrized (in)equational theory
for DCPO, given by one operation σ with Pσ = C and |σ | = 0, subject to the inequations σ(0) ≤ x and x ≤ σ(∞). In other
words, a DCPO(Σ,E)-algebra has C as a sub-dcpo, and furthermore 0 is the least and∞ the greatest element. Then the free
DCPO(Σ,E)-algebra over the one-element dcpo 1 isA, from Fig. 1(b), which is well known not to be continuous. Moreover,
by considering that C itself is a CONT(Σ,E)-algebra, one can show that there is no free CONT(Σ,E)-algebra over 1.

In her thesis, Strüder gives a condition for the equations, under which free CONT(Σ,E)-algebras can be constructed, but
she also shows that this condition is not necessary for the existence of a free algebra functor in CONT. Also if one follows
Koslowski’s approach in a parametrized setting, one comes up with a condition for the equations, so that CONT is closed
under the free algebra construction inDCPO. However, these conditions seemunsatisfactory, and sowe finish this discussion
by stating an obvious Corollary, and leave amore general study of parametrized equational theories for continuous domains
for future research.

Corollary 4.14. Let (Σ, E) be a parametrized equational theory for kP such that all parameter spaces are countably-based
predomains carrying the Scott-topology. Let furthermore, CONT be closed under the free algebra functor DCPO → DCPO(Σ,E).
Then the free algebra construction in DCPO preserves countably-based continuous domains, and it is preserved by the embedding
ωCONT ↪→ QCBPredom.

4.5. The subprobabilistic powerdomain

A long outstanding question in Classical Domain Theory is, whether there exists a cartesian closed category of continuous
domains that is closed under the construction of the (sub)probabilistic powerdomain [16]. Notice that we distinguish
between the subprobabilistic powerdomain, as given by Graham [11] and Jones [15] (where it is called the abstract
probabilistic powerdomain), and the full probabilistic powerdomain, proposed by Saheb-Djahromi [30]. The reason for this
is that the Graham/Jones powerdomain over a dcpo X is the dcpo of subprobability measures (measures which assign to
the whole space X a value between 0 and 1), whereas Saheb-Djahromi’s powerdomain is the dcpo of probability measures
(assigning to X the value 1). For details, see [38]. We show, using Corollary 4.14, that we can recover the subprobabilistic
powerdomain over a continuous domain in QCBPredom via a free algebra construction for a parametrized equational
theory. Thus, QCBPredom forms a cartesian closed extension of ωCONT which is closed under the construction of the
subprobabilistic powerdomain.
In her thesis, Jones actually showed that the subprobabilistic powerdomain over a dcpo can be obtained as the free

algebra for a parametrized (in)equational theory, and that this free algebra construction preserves continuous domains,
but the parameter space she used does not carry the Scott-topology. Thus, the results of the previous section cannot
be applied directly. However, Heckmann [12] has shown the equivalence of probabilistic DCPO-algebras obtained from
different algebraic theories, and one of them turns out to fit our framework.
Let IM− L (for interval module with large axiom set) denote the parametrized algebraic theory for kP, given by three

operations:

• ⊥̂ : 1→ A,
• ⊕ : A2 → A,
• · : I↑ → A, where I↑ denotes the unit interval with the Scott-topology for the usual ordering.

Let furthermore IM− L have the following axioms:

• 0 · x = ⊥̂,
• 1 · x = x,
• (

λ+µ

2 ) · x = λ · x⊕ µ · x, for all λ,µ ∈ I↑,
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• (x⊕ y)⊕ (u⊕ v) = (x⊕ u)⊕ (y⊕ v).
• λ · ⊥̂ = ⊥̂, for all λ ∈ I↑,
• λ · (µ · x) = λµ · x, for all λ,µ ∈ I↑,
• x⊕ x = x,
• x⊕ y = y⊕ x,
• λ · (x⊕ y) = λ · x⊕ λ · y, for all λ ∈ I↑,

Heckmann shows in [12] that the free IM− L-algebra over a continuous domain X is the subprobabilistic powerdomain
over X . He furthermore proves the equivalence with several further algebraic theories. A remarkable result of his paper is,
that the last 5 axioms of IM− L are redundant (which yields a theory IM− S), and that one can give an equivalent theory
without the operation · : I↑ × A→ A (giving the theoryMV). The equivalence of IM− L, IM− S andMV can be recovered
in kP, if one follows his proof.

Theorem 4.15. For a countably-based continuous domain, the free QCBPredomIM−L-algebra is the subprobabilistic powerdo-
main.

Proof. Heckmann has shown in [12] that CONT is closed under the free algebra construction for IM− L inDCPO. Thus, with
Corollary 4.14, if X is a countably-based continuous domain, then the free QCBPredomIM−L-algebra over X coincides with
the free DCPOIM−L-algebra over X , which by op. cit. is the probabilistic powerdomain over X . �

5. Conclusions

We have shown that free algebras for (finitary) parametrized equational theories exist in the categoriesQCBPredom and
DCPO. This gives a toolkit for modelling computational effects in Topological and Classical Domain Theory, following the
approach of Plotkin and Power. We have also proved that in the case the parametrized equational theory is well defined
for both domain-theoretic frameworks, the free algebra constructions coincide, because this construction is in both cases
inherited from the common supercategory kP of compactly generated predomains.
Furthermore, we mentioned an example, given in Strüder’s thesis [36], which shows that CONT, the category of

continuous domains, does in general not have a free algebra construction for parametrized equational theories. However, for
nonparametrized inequational theories, such as the ones for the upper, lower and convex powerdomains, the constructions
of free algebras in DCPO preserves continuous domains, and thus these powerdomain constructions can be recovered as
free algebras for parametrized equational theories in QCBPredom. Using results by Heckmann [12], we could also fit the
subprobabilistic powerdomain, as given by Jones [15], into this framework, and reconstruct it as free algebra inQCBPredom.
Part of our results are drawn from [3], where the author showed that QCB and QCBPredom have in fact free algebras for

parametrized equational theories, which allow ω-ary operations. However, we do not know if for such ω-ary theories, QCB
is still closed under the free algebra construction in kTop, as it is not clear whether the free kTop-algebras can be obtained
as a quotient of the absolutely free algebra, like in Corollary 3.15. What is needed here, is that countable products in kTop
preserve topological quotient maps, which is not known to be true. Schröder and Simpson [33] have shown such a product
preservation result holds in the category of sequential spaces, which also contains QCB. Using the FAFT, one can show that
free algebras for ω-ary theories do also exist in DCPO, but the inclusion functor DCPO ↪→ kP does not preserve countable
products in general, and thus an analogous result to Theorem 4.10 forω-ary theories cannot be shown. This makes it hard to
compare free algebras for ω-ary theories in Classical and Topological Domain Theory. Still it might be interesting to study,
whether free algebras for nonparametrized inequationalω-ary equational theories exist inωCONT, and if they are preserved
by the embedding into QCBPredom.
Another field for future research is the study of free algebras and pointedness. At present, we have results that show that

free algebras for parametrized equational theories exist in the category QCBPredom⊥ of pointed qcb-predomains and strict
maps. On the other hand, we have examples of parametrized equational theories such that free algebras for the category of
pointed predomains and non-strict maps do not exist [4].
Continuing the comparison of Classical and Topological Domain Theory, one might study whether one can reconstruct

the full probabilistic powerdomain over a countably-based continuous domain as a free algebra in QCBPredom. There are
several approaches one might take here. One of them is to examine, whether a free algebra construction in QCBPredom for
the parametrized theory of our third motivational example yields the full probabilistic powerdomain for countably-based
continuous domains. Other approaches are to see whether an observationally induced construction along the lines of [32]
can be executed in QCBPredom. Preliminary results in this direction can be found in [7].
Summarizing, one can say that the results of this paper fit into the scope of a recent research project by Simpson. It

is a part in establishing Topological Domain Theory as a framework for denotational semantics, that provides a single
category,QCBPredom, which is cartesian closed, allows classical domain-theoretic constructions, and provides free algebras
for modelling computational effects. Moreover, Topological Domain Theory embeds Classical Domain Theory, and preserves
the classical constructions, whenever they are well defined, for instance the powerdomain constructions over countably-
based continuous domains.
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Appendix

The appendix is intended to give some orientation on the categories mentioned in the paper. We give a general picture
of the basic categories involved, and mention the results, relating free algebra constructions over these basic categories,
obtained in the paper.
The basic categories of the paper can be sketched as follows, where all arrows denote inclusion functors:

TopOO

QCB

kTopOO

QCBPredom

kPOO

ff LLLLLL

ff MMMMM

ff LLLLLL
DCPO ff LLLLLL

ωCONT

CONTOO
ff NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

• Top is the category of topological spaces and continuous maps.
• kTop is the category of compactly generated spaces and continuous maps. It is a full coreflective subcategory of Top, the
inclusion functor does not preserve finite products.
• kP is the category of compactly generated predomains and continuous maps. It is a full reflective subcategory of kTop,
the reflection functor preserves finite products.
• DCPO is the category of dcpos, carrying the Scott-topology, and (Scott-)continuous maps. It is a full coreflective
subcategory of kP, the inclusion functor preserves finite products.
• CONT is the category of continuous domains and (Scott-)continuous maps. It is a full subcategory of DCPO, the inclusion
functor preserves finite products.
• QCB is the category of quotients of countably-based spaces and continuous maps. It is a full subcategory of kTop, the
inclusion functor preserves finite products.
• QCBPredom is the category of qcb-predomains and continuous maps. It is a full reflective subcategory of QCB, the
reflection functor is the restriction of the reflection kTop→ kP to qcb-spaces and therefore preserves finite products.
• ωCONT is the category of countably-based continuous domains and (Scott-)continuous maps. It is a full subcategory of

CONT and QCBPredom. Both inclusion functors preserves finite products.

The results on free algebras for parametrized equational theories can be summarized as follows.

• In Section 4.2, we show the existence of free algebras in Top, abstractly and concretely.
• In Section 3.2, we show the existence of free algebras in kTop and kP, abstractly. In Section 4.1 we characterize it
concretely. In Section 3.3, we investigate congruences of kTop-algebras.
• In Section 4.2, we show that, provided all parameter spaces are countably-based, QCB is closed under the free algebra
construction in kTop, and QCBPredom is closed under the free algebra construction in kP.
• In Section 4.3, we show that DCPO is closed under the free algebra construction in kP, provided all parameter spaces
carry the Scott-topology.
• In Section 4.4,we show that, provided all parameter spaces are countably-based and carry the Scott-topology, andCONT is
closed under the free algebra construction inDCPO,ωCONT is closed under the free algebra construction inQCBPredom.
This is the case for all nonparametrized inequational theories.
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